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COMPUTER NETWORK AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

as far as practicable. 

GROUP – A 
1. Answer any seven of the following :  7 × 2 = 14 

i) What are the token management schemes in a Token 

Ring LAN ? 

ii) What are the Extension Headers used in IPv6 ? 

iii) Define Internet Socket address structure.  

iv) What is the advantage of DHCP over RARP ? 

v) What do you mean by flow label ? 

vi) What is the significance of NAV in Wireless LAN ? 

vii) What are Stateful and Stateless Servers ? 

viii) What are the error reporting messages in ICMP ?  

ix) What do you mean by logical clocks concept ? 

x) What do you mean by False sharing ?  
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GROUP – B 
            Answer any four of the following. 4 × 14 = 56 

2. a) Briefly describe Distributed Mutual Exclusion 

Algorithm. 

 b) Briefly describe the procedure of naming and binding 

RPC. 7 + 7 

3. a) Briefly describe one of the Election Algorithms in 

Distributed System. 

 b) Briefly describe distributed shared memory consistency 

models. 

 c) What do you mean by mapped address in IPv6 ?  

   6 + 6 + 2 

4. a) Explain Optimistic Concurrency control mechanism. 

 b) Why CSMA/CD is not used in Wireless LAN ? 

 c) Describe the operation of DCF in Wireless LAN with 

suitable flowchart and discussion. 5 + 2 + 7 

5. a) Briefly describe different mechanisms applied in 

Transition mechanism from IPv4 to IPv6. 

 b) Describe FDDI frame format. 

 c) Discuss about Group-shared Tree approach in Multicast 

Routing. 6 + 4 + 4 

6. a) Discuss about Two-Node Loop instability problem. 

 b) What are the solutions to overcome the problem ? 

 c) What are the fault tolerance features in FDDI ? 

 d) What do you mean by Half-Close in TCP ? 2 + 3 + 6 + 3 
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7. a) What do you mean by SYN Flooding attack in TCP ? 

 b) When PSH and URG flags are required to be set in TCP 

header ? 

 c) Discuss Fast Retransmission in TCP with a suitable 

block diagram. 2 + 4 + 8 

8. a) Briefly describe about Digital Certificate. 

 b) What are the policies applied by TCP to handle 

Congestion ? 6 + 8 
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